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1. Day: Individual arrival in Bad 
Schandau Bad Schandau is a well-known 
health resort in the heart of the Saxon 
Switzerland. You can use the arrival day 
for a city tour. 
 
2. Day: Bad Schandau – Dresden 
(approx. 45 km) Today you will pass the 
most famous sights of the Saxon 
Switzerland like the ‘Basteifelsen’ in 
Rathen or the ‘Königstein Fortress’. 
Soon you will see the fascinating skyline 
of the old town of Dresden. Take your 
time to explore the city’s diversity.  
 
3. Day: Dresden – Meissen         
(approx. 30 km) From far away you can 
already see the landmark of the city of 
Meissen: the impressive castle hill with 
the cathedral and Albrechtsburg castle. A 
visit to the world-famous Meissen 
porcelain factory is also a must. Enjoy a 
good wine in the evening as you are in 
the heart of one of the smallest yet most 
distinguished winegrowing regions of 
Germany. 

4. Day: Meissen – Riesa/Strehla    
(approx. 28 km/36 km) Today’s tour will 
take you along the picturesque wine 
villages located along the Elbe river. Next 
stop will be Riesa, the city of sports or 
Strehla with its enchanting rural 
atmosphere. 
 
5. Day: Riesa/Strehla – Torgau      
(approx. 48 km/40 km) Your journey 
continues to Torgau, a renaissance town 
with Hartenfels castle and the palatial 
church which is known as the first 
protestant church of Germany and which 
was dedicated by Martin Luther. 
 

 
6. Day: Torgau – Lutherstadt Wittenberg 
(approx. 68 km)* From the former Saxon 
royal residence you cycle via Pretzsch to 
Wittenberg, the starting point of the 
reformation movement of Martin Luther 
exactly 500 years ago.  
 
* The 6th cycling stage can be shared by an 
extra night in Pretzsch (approx. 33 km or 35 
km) Price see extra nights cat. B: other places. 

7. Day: Lutherstadt Wittenberg – Dessau 
(approx. 37 km) The next day of the 
journey will take you through the 
beautiful meadows of the Elbe and past 
the world-famous Wörlitz Park and 
Gardens. Dessau is famous for its 
Bauhaus building. In 1919 Walter Gropius 
founded an art school which united the 
avant-garde of the 20th century in 
architecture, art and design. 
 
8. Day: Individual departure from Dessau 
or transfer service to Bad Schandau 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Arrival: daily arrival from 01/04 to 31/10/19 

Close out dates: 09/06 to 11/06; 05/07 to 

08/07; 13/07 to 15/07/2019 

Accommodation: Category A or Category B 

Minimum number of participants: 1 

Please note: This trip is not recommen-

dable for travellers with mobility 

impairments. 

 

 

Our package: 

 Welcome drink 

 7x overnight stay incl. continental 
breakfast  

 Luggage transfer from 
accommodation to accommodation  

 1 package of detailed travel 
information and maps per room 

 24-hours-service-hotline during the 
tour 

Price per person: dbl sgl 

Category A  € 579 € 779 
Solo cyclists  € 839 
Category B € 529     € 649 
Solo cyclists  € 709  
If 4 fully paying guests are booked: - 6% 
If 8 fully paying guests are booked: - 10% 
Prices without luggage transfer on request 

 
Additional nights (Category A) 
Bad Schandau, Dresden,   
Luth. Wittenberg € 55 € 80 
Dessau € 48 € 72  
other places € 48 € 72  

Additional nights (Category B) dbl sgl 
Bad Schandau, Dresden,  
Luth. Wittenberg  € 48 € 64 
Dessau € 44 € 61 
other places € 44 € 61  

 
Rental bikes (per day) 
Touring bicycle  € 10 
E-Bike  € 22 

 
Shared transfer Dessau - Bad Schandau  
(every Sunday, departure from Dessau at 9 a.m.) 

per person  €  60 

 
Transfer Dessau – Bad Schandau 
1 – 4 persons (price per bus)  € 280 
5 – 7 persons (price per bus)         € 310 

 

 

8 days | approx. 260 km  ELBE CYCLE PATH 

Tours that are as individual as you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CYCLING HOLIDAYS BAD SCHANDAU – DESSAU   
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Elbe Cycle Path in Torgau  
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